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City Location    
Paris , city and the 

capital of France . 

Located along the 

Seine River in the north-

central part of the 

country .   



History Paris is more than

2000 years old . First it was

founded by a tribe called

Parisii and that is where Paris

took its name from.



Population         
Paris is the most populated 

city of France . Its population 

is more than 2.1 people .



Language             
People in Paris speak French .      

(French is the only official 

language of France ) . However 

, it is said that People in Paris  

tend to say that they speak 

Parisian – not French , they use 

different accent and the 

language sounds more elegant .



Attractions The biggest and the most famous attraction of 

Paris is the Eiffel Tower . Among other popular places in Paris we 

can mention :

- The Luwre Museum , Eiffel Tower ,

- Notre – Dame Cathedral , Sacre Basilica .



HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.CO

M/WATCH?V=KFZVIYKZAZ4&

AB_CHANNEL=WINKYTWINK

YCLASSICALMUSIC

SINGERS

Edith Piaf – one of the most 

recognizable in the world and 

the icon of French music . 

Everybody knows her songs , 

the most popular is Milord .



FOOTBALL

Paris Saint-Germain is French 
football club located in Paris . 
It was founded in 1970 r. and 
currently plays in Ligue 1 . The 
team is one of the most titled 
teams in the country . 

- 9 French championships,

- 12 French Cups 

- 7 French Super Cups 



FOOD                                                               DESSERTS                                                                

Nothing is more charactenstic for                                 French people are coffe lovers . French coffe

aristocratic french taste than trufle . You can             best tastes with some cake . One of the most      

Taste dishes prepared from them in the restaurant    common cakes in France is profiteroles – witch is 

called Marison de la Truffle, located in the Tuilines    a combination of vanilla filling and ice-cream . 

Square .



Charactenstic features 

One of the most recognizable 

things in France is its 

underground . Public 

trabsport is well-developed . 
Paris underground has 16 lines 

of total lenght 222,6 km and 

336 stations . It is also one of 

the oldest rails the world


